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1 Highlight
1.1.
Nanomaterials for Healthcare (NMH) meeting, Inaugural Conference
of the VYA
In collaboration with Duy Tan University, VYA has successfully organizedits Inaugual
Conference on the Nanomaterials for Healthcare from 28th to 31st July 2019.
(http://vietnamyoungacademy.org/wwmya2019.html). The chair of the conference
wasProfessor Nguyen T. K. Thanh (Founder and Chair of the Advisory Board of Vietnam Young
Academy) from University College London. There were 20 invited world leading speakers from
the around the world (UK, USA, Germany, France, Italy, Australia, Malaysia, Japan, Singapore,
Vietnam, Poland and China).

Participants of the NMH meeting

1.2.

The Fourth Worldwide Meeting of Young Academies (WWMYA)

VYA was proud to be the host of the Fourth WWMYA, which took place from 31stJuly – 2rd
August 2019 at DuyTan University in beautiful Da Nang, Vietnam.
It was in collaboration with Global Young Academy whose representatives were Co-chair of
GYA Koen Vermeir (France) and Managing Director Dr Beate Wagner. Representatives from
more than 30 young academies from all over the globecame to discuss the theme “Young
Academies for Promoting Peaceful and Inclusive Societies”.
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Flavia Schlegel, the Special Envoy for Science in Global Policy at the International Science
Council (ISC), opened the meeting with a keynote on the role of young academies in providing
science advice as intermediaries between the research community and policy-makers
nationally and globally. She pointed out that science cannot be neutral, even for potentially
contentious topics like climate change, biodiversity etc. In closing, she invited young academy
represetatives to cooperate more closely with the ISC in future.
This set the tone for following discussions on how young academies can better engage in the
implementation and development of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The discussions built on the 2017 young academies statement on the UN SDGs and
drew on the InterAcademy Partnership’s recent report on Improving Scientific Input to Global
Policymaking, which lists specific recommendations for action by young academies.

Participants of the WWMYA
The participants in the meeting agreed to build a worldwide network of Young Academies. Such
a global community of early- and mid-career scholars will serve to enhance and leverage the
impact young academies can make on science and on society. With the increased activity,
visibility and prominence of Young Academies, participants in the 4th WWMYA recognized the
need for greater alignment, and clarification of core values that underpin Young Academies.
Clarifying these values will be instrumental for future discussion and refinement of the principles
that are shared by Young Academies and that may increasingly inform the activities of Young
Academies worldwide. As such, Young Academies will be empowered to act with a common
purpose, to give a voice to Young Scientists all over the world and in all layers of society, to
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break through disciplinary and geographical boundaries, and to build collective agency to
positively impact society.
At the Da Nang meeting, Young Academies also presented their strategic activities that
contribute towards the UN SGDs, including demonstration of the ways in which recent IAP
recommendations for Young Academies have been incorporated into their activities. They
further discussed their experiences on the ways in which partnerships between young and
senior academies and government can promote peaceful and inclusive societies. Of note,
current Young Academy initiatives that give a voice to and peer mentor early career at-risk
scholars were shared to encourage others to take up similar initiatives. Finally, participants
presented the outreach activities of several Young Academies and they also engaged in local
science outreach for more than 70 Vietnamese high school children.
The Da Nang meeting served as the ideal platform to share good practices between Young
Academies on governance issues such as selection of members and securing funding, how to
create tools that support the development of new Young Academies, how to get inspiration and
learn about improving work processes, and how to support regional and international
collaborations among Young Academies.
The Program Organizing Committee for the meeting included representatives from a number
of young academies, thereby ensuring that the meeting agenda reflects the global nature of
these biannual meetings.
For more information on the meeting, see the meeting site
Da Nang Statement in full (2rd August 2019): LINK
GYA News release (30th July 2019): LINK
VYA News release:LINK

1.3.
Representatives from government agencies and funders at the
WWMYA and the NMH
From Vietnamese government agencies and funders:
o Mr. Nguyen Hoanh Nam, Vice Chairman, The State Committee for Overseas
Vietnamese, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
o Doctor Nguyen Hai Thanh,Deputy Director General, International Cooperation
Department (ICD), Ministry of Education and Training
o Associate ProfessorPham Dinh Nguyen, Deputy Director of National Foundation of
Science & Technology of Vietnam (NAFOSTED)
o Ms Nguyen Huyen Trang, Specialist of The State Committee For
OverseasVietnamese, Ministry of Affairs
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o Ms Phung Thi Hong Van, Deputy Head of International Education Division,
International Cooperation Department, Ministry of Education and Training (MOET)
From US funders:
o Mr. Vinnie Nguyen, Director, US Army International Technology Center – Pacific
o Mr. Col Rick Harger, Director, CCDC-Pacific Hawaii
o DoctorKen Ho, Science Director, Office of Naval Research Global
From Senior Academies:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

ProfessorMiyoko Watanabe, Vice President of Science Council of Japan
Academician ProfessorJochen Feldman of Germany Academy Leopoldina
ProfessorAnjani Kumar Jha, National Health Research Council of Nepal
Professor Jung Han Yoon, South Korean Academy of Science and Technology
Professor Tae-Lim Choi, South Korean Academy of Science and Technology
Professor Soo Young Kim, South Korean Academy of Science and Technology
DoctorAnchaleeManonukul, Thai Academy of Science and Technology Foundation

From organizers of the meeting:
o Professor Nguyen TK Thanh, of University College London, Founder and Chair of the
Advisory Board of Vietnam Young Academy, co-Chair of the Fourth Worldwide Meeting
of Young Academies
o Associate Professor Nguyen Ngoc Minh, Vice- Provost of Duy Tan University
From other partners:
o DoctorTran The Son, Vice Rector of Korea – Vietnam Friendship Information
Technology College

1.4.

Funders and Sponsors

The Fourth WWMYA and the NMH Conference have been supported by the following partners:
Duy Tan University, Da Nang, Vietnam; German Federal Ministry of Education & Research
(BMBF); National Foundation for Science and Technology Development (NAFOSTED),
Vietnam; The State Committee for Overseas Vietnamese; Business Association of Overseas
Vietnamese; Vietnamese Ministry of Education and Training (MOET); Vietnamese Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MOFA); Vietnam National University, Ho Chi Minh City; Korea-Vietnam
Friendship Information Technology College; National Science and Technology Development
Agency (NSTDA), Thailand; InterAcademy Partnership (IAP for Policy); Dutch Young Academy,
University of St Andrews (UK) and Africa Oxford Initiative (UK).
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1.5.

Media Coverage of VYA meetings- NHM and WWMYA2019

Thanks to the support of the VYA community and other organizations and individuals, VYA has
successfully organized these two meetings. Below is the list of news coverage about our
meetings.
1.

Phat Luat Viet Nam:

http://m.baophapluat.vn/song-khoe/hon-120-dai-bieu-thao-luan-ve-ung-dung-vat-lieu-nanotrong-cham-soc-suc-khoe-tai-viet-nam-463998.html
2.

Giao Duc Viet Nam:

https://giaoduc.net.vn/giao-duc-24h/cac-nha-khoa-hoc-quoc-te-ban-ve-ung-dung-vat-lieunano-trong-cham-soc-suc-khoe-post200974.gd
3.

Bao moi:

https://baomoi.com/hon-120-dai-bieu-thao-luan-ve-ung-dung-vat-lieu-nano-trong-cham-socsuc-khoe-tai-viet-nam/c/31651939.epi
4.

Bao Dangcongsan:

http://www.dangcongsan.vn/khoa-giao/gop-phan-lam-cau-noi-dua-khoa-hoc-viet-nam-dengan-hon-voi-the-gioi-529986.html
5.

Bao Dangcongsan

http://www.dangcongsan.vn/khoa-giao/ung-dung-vat-lieu-nano-trong-cham-soc-suc-khoe530106.html
6.

Que huong

http://m.quehuongonline.vn/nguoi-viet-o-nuoc-ngoai/hoi-nghi-cac-vien-han-lam-tre-the-gioilan-thu-tu-20190805085401383.htm
7.

Giaoducthoidai

https://giaoducthoidai.vn/khoa-hoc/hoi-nghi-han-lam-tre-toan-cau-voi-cac-hoat-dong-huongden-hoc-sinh-thpt-4023159-v.html
8.

Nhan dan

https://nhandan.com.vn/khoahoc-congnghe/item/41052102-nhieu-nha-khoa-hoc-tham-du-hoinghi-han-lam-tre-toan-cau.html
9.

Bao quocte

https://baoquocte.vn/hoi-thao-cac-vien-han-lam-tre-the-gioi-tai-viet-nam-98456.html
10. PhapLuat Vietnam
http://baophapluat.vn/trong-nuoc/100-dai-dien-cac-vien-han-lam-tre-tu-hon-30-nuoc-du-hoithao-tai-viet-nam-463793.html
11. Thanh nien
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https://thanhnien.vn/giao-duc/dai-hoc-duy-tan-voi-hoi-nghi-han-lam-tre-toan-cau-lan-thu-41112537.html
12. Que Huong
http://m.quehuongonline.vn/nguoi-viet-o-nuoc-ngoai/hoi-nghi-cac-vien-han-lam-tre-the-gioilan-thu-tu-thong-qua-tuyen-bo-chung-da-nang-20190805102703728.htm
13. Dangcongsan
http://dangcongsan.vn/nguoi-viet-nam-o-nuoc-ngoai/cau-noi-dua-nen-khoa-hoc-cua-viet-namgan-hon-voi-the-gioi-530743.html
14. Bao moi
https://baomoi.com/cau-noi-dua-nen-khoa-hoc-cua-viet-nam-gan-hon-voi-thegioi/c/31725581.epi
15. Bao quocte
https://baoquocte.vn/hoi-nghi-cac-vien-han-lam-tre-the-gioi-thanh-cong-tot-dep-voi-tuyen-bochung-da-nang-98808.html
16. Nhan dan in Russian
https://ru.nhandan.com.vn/gapgodoithoai/gapgodoithoai-ykien/item/1804450-сближениевьетнамской-науки-с-миром.html
17. Quandoinhan dan
https://www.qdnd.vn/doi-ngoai/doi-ngoai/cau-noi-dua-nen-khoa-hoc-cua-viet-nam-den-ganhon-voi-the-gioi-587653
18. Thong tin doingoai
http://tapchithongtindoingoai.vn/kieu-bao-huong-ve-to-quoc/gs-nguyen-thi-kim-thanh-tien-toinen-khoa-hoc-moi-25236
19. Voice of Vietnam
http://vovworld.vn/vi-VN/nguoi-viet-muon-phuong/hoi-nghi-cac-vien-han-lam-tre-the-gioi-lanthu-4-772605.vov
20. VTV4
http://vtv4.vtv.vn/video/nguoi-viet-bon-phuong/-17702.html
21. VTV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJqcYoO5DzA&feature=youtu.be
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1.6.

Feedback about NMH and WWMYA

VYA have received many positive feedbacks about the hospitality of the host, the enthusiasm
of participants and overall quality of the meetings. Our meetings have been covered many times
on social media
“I would like to sincerely thank you again foryour great hospitality, for the opportunity to meet
new interesting and kind colleagues from Vietnam and from other places,for these two very
interesting meetings. I learnt a lot during the Nano-Health conference and I loved the spirit of
the Young Academy Meeting. There is a lot of potential for the future”.Excerpted fromProfessor
Jochen Feldmann, Germany.
“The conference was very well organized. It covered relevant content and allowed time for
fruitful discussion. The organizers took care of all details to make sure we felt welcomed and
had enough opportunity to interact with all attendees. The members of VYA were extremely
polite and helpful and I was impressed with their organization, events, shows and hospitality.
Thank you very much for an excellent conference”.Excerpted fromAssociate Professor
Patricia Silveyra, New voices in Science, Engineering and Medicine, USA.
“This meeting gives national YAs a greater sense of belonging and a realization that we are
indeed a fast growing global movement.The VYA organization has been excellent. The
peculiarityof the VYA not really having a strong senior academy support and yet being able to
organize this event is highly remarkable. I salute the effort of all VYA members and wish them
the very best.In general, the sessions were very great, enlightening and interactive. This was
my first time in Asia and I really enjoined everything. The WWMYA is a great initiative and it
must be sustained and efforts should be made to ensure all existing academies
participate”.Excerpted fromSenior lecturer, Temitope Olomola, Nigeria.
“The conference is great! Very well organized and planned. The volunteers are doing very good
work” – Assistant ProfessorAnindita Bhadra, India.
The conference was great!Loved hospitality, food and kindness”– Associate ProfessorNova
Ahmed, Bangladesh.
“The concerted effort to smooth the immigration wheels; in terms of visa application letters, was
nothing short of outstanding. The atmosphere in Vietnam has been very friendly, warm and
welcoming. Best conference ever. Thank you!”– DrDaphne NyachakiBitalo, Uganda.
“The conference is perfect. It has very high level quality and friendly atmosphere. Very good
organization and hospitality. Thank you for giving me this chance to be here”– Associate
Professor Monika Kwoka, Poland.
“Thanks for the hospitality given to us during the 4thWWMYA co-hosted by the Vietnam Young
Academy. It was much appreciated and congratulations on hosting the meeting. We look
forward to future engagements with the VYA”– Dr Edith Shikumo, South Africa.
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“Many congratulations for two successful meetings. I am sure, the meetings will be very helpful
for all the participants for knowledge sharing and networking. Let’s work together to bring peace
and prosperity in the world”–Dr Aftab Ahmad, Pakistan.
To see the full list of feedback, please see Appendix I.

2 VYA community news
2.1.

Outreach activities at Duy Tan University, Da Nang, Viet Nam

Vietnam Young Academy organized meaningful activities to encourage scientific research for
Vietnamese youth. More than 70 middle school students of Danang City and Quang Nam
Province are directly involved in STEM activities through fun chemical experiments with gold
nanoparticles for health care applications. The program also taught students how to find
extraterrestrial life and draw a scientist following their imagination.

Experiment on synthesisof gold nanoparticleguided by Prof Nguyen TK Thanh from UCL
and Associate Professor Nguyen Phuong Tung from Vietnam Academy of Science and
Technology
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A message from afar – Exploring the Universe in the search for ourselves guided
byAssociate ProfessorMartin Dominik from University of St Andrews, UK

Draw-a-scientist contest guided by Dr Anindita Bhadra from Indian Institute of Science
Education, India
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Vietnamese children attending the outreach activities

2.2.

K99/R00s grant

We received great news from Dr. Hanh Lam, VYA’s co-chair. She has just receiveda NIH
K99/R00s grant from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). The
project title isCombinatorial approach to develop novel pre-therapeutic agents targeting
virulence factors essential to clinically relevant pathogens. Notably, she was one of the
only three postdoctoral researchers from University of California Santa Cruz received
this prestigious award since the beginning of this grant mechanism in 2006, and success
rate of K99 application in NIAID is ~ 10% (versus an average of 23% successful rate
among all 19 institutes within the NIH). In particular, the proposed research targets the highly
antibiotic resistant bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa using both phenotypic screening and
molecular docking/virtual screening in combination with different methods for target
identification, structure activity relationship, drug optimization and crystallography.The award is
featured on UC Santa Cruz’s department website: https://www.metx.ucsc.edu/newsevents/news/lam-k99.html.
K99/R00s (Pathway to Independence Awards) is to help scientists begin independent research
earlier in their careers. This grant support salary and research expenses in the mentored,
postdoctoral K99 phase for new investigators. The R00 phase provides salary and fringe
benefits to continue the research project independently. In this phase, the investigator must
have a tenure-track, full-time assistant professor position or equivalent.
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Funding for K99 phase (08/9/2019 - 07/31/2021) is $118,224/year. The funding for R00
phase (two years) would be $249,000/year, given that the awardee successfully obtains a
faculty position.

2.3.
ProfNguyen Thi Kim Thanh’s Society Rosalind Franklin Award
Public Lecture
The Rosalind Franklin Award and Lecture 2019 has been awarded to Prof Nguyen TK Thanh
the VYA founder, chair of the advisory board, a co-founder of GYA, for her achievements in the
field of nanomaterials.
The Royal Society Rosalind Franklin Award and Lecture is made to an individual for an
outstanding contribution to any area of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) and to support the promotion of women in STEM. The award is supported by the
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and is named in honor of the
biophysicist Rosalind Franklin, who made critical contributions to the understanding of the fine
molecular structures of DNA. More information and a list of past winners is available here.
Prof Thanh will be presenting the Royal Society Rosalind Franklin award lecture on
'Nanomaterials from Bench to Bedside' on 29 October 2019 at 6.30pm. The lecture will be
webcast live and free to attend. For more information, visit bit.ly/2lGQHK1

2.4.
Publication strategy and research funding: How to cope with
research careers?
Dr Abel Polese delivered a workshop based on his last book: The SCOPUS Diaries and the
logics of Academic Survival: A Short Guide to Design Your Own Strategy and Survive
Bibliometrics, Conferences, and Unreal Expectations in Academia.
This workshop was hold at Vietnam University of Agriculture, Hanoi from 9:00 to11:30 am,
Thursday, 08/ 08/ 2019.
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Dr Abel Polese at Vietnam University of Agriculture

2.5.

VYA Community Publication

1. Pallares, R. M., Thanh, N. T. K.,* and Su, X. (2019) Sensing of Circulating Cancer
Biomarkers with Metal Nanoparticles. Nanoscale. In Press. Gold Open Access.
2. Rossi, F., Thanh, N. T. K* and Su, X. D. (2019) Gold nanorods embedded in polymeric
film for killing bacteria by generating reactive oxygen species with light. ACS Applied Bio
Materials. 2: 3059-3067. Cover Page.Gold Open Access.
3. Ying Zhou, Peter J. Little, Hang T. Ta, Suowen Xu, Danielle Kamato. (2019)
Lysophosphatidic acid and its receptors: pharmacology and therapeutic potential in
atherosclerosis and vascular disease. Pharmacology and Therapeutics. Accepted on
22-08-2019.

2.6.

New VYA members and friends

We welcome a new friend of VYA:
Mr Han Van Cuong, PhD student from Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan
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3 Call for new member
We are inviting high quality applicants to join VYA. There are four application deadlines each
year, which are on January 31st, April 30th, July 31st, and October 31st.
The deadline for the next application round is on October31st, 2019. The application form and
guideline are available on our VYA website. Please contact Dr Nguyen ThiHuyen
(email:nthuyen@hcmus.edu.vn) for more details.

4 New on Global Young Academy
4.1.

Joint NYA project: YoungAcademies@

Next year, the German Young Academy – Die Junge Akademie - will be 20 years old. As it was
the first young academy to be established in 2000, we will also celebrate the 20thAnniversary of
the idea of young academies. This is a great opportunity to talk about research and the potential
of young academies.We therefore invite you to join us in a global initiative to further the dialogue
between researchers and other members of our communities. The initiative is called
YoungAcademies@, indicating that members of young academies will speak at different places
than the ones typical for academia. We hope to also reach people that are not directly in touch
with research, which may be more important than ever in a time of growing skepticism and
“alternative facts”.
YoungAcademies@ can take many forms, from a talk at your favorite museum to a scientific
consulting booth at your local market or a 5-minute elevator/train/ferry pitch on what your work
looks like. The German Young Academy will offer an online platform where all individual events
can be listed and documented. The organization of the event would bedone locally by you.
The idea was already met with great interest at the meetings of the Global Young Academy, and
the Network of European Young Academies and we hope to have aroused your interest as well.
If you want to participate or have questions, please get in touch with Oliver Rymek at the office
of the German Young Academy (rymek@diejungeakademie.de).
Any member of VYA community would like to take part, please contact Dr To Thanh Loan
(email: totloan@itims.edu.vn). VYA will help you in coordinating your event.

4.2.

GloSYS champions to present findings at World Economic Forum

The GloSYS Africa champions will run a World Economic Forum affiliates session on 6
September 2019 in Cape Town, South Africa. The goal of their session is to launch the Africa
project's final report and engage a range of stakeholders to develop innovative solutions to the
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barriers identified in the GloSYS Africa research that young African researchers have in
reaching their potential.

4.3.

GYA at 69th Lindau Nobel Laureate Meeting

Three GYA nominees took part in the 69th Lindau Nobel Laureate Meeting, dedicated to
physics, from 30 June–5 July 2019. 39 Nobel Laureates met with over 500 young scientists
from around the world for a week of inspiring talks and networking. The key topics of the
meeting were dark matter and cosmology as well as laser physics and gravitational waves.

GYA members Michael Backes and Bartlomiej Kolodziejczyk at the 2019 Lindau Nobel
Laureate Meeting
GYA member Bartlomiej Kolodziejczyk said of the meeting:
“Lindau Nobel Laureate Meetings provided me with a unique opportunity to meet and learn from
some of the best scientists, as well as interact with like-minded young researchers. You can
come to Lindau twice. First time as a ‘young scientist’ and the second time as Nobel Laureate.
I am looking forward to my second visit.”
Impressions from Michael Backes:
“Attending the 69th Lindau Nobel Laureate Meeting was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. With
580 young scientists (physicists in this year) from 89 countries, these Lindau meetings bring
together such a diverse group of young scientists as one usually only finds at GYA AGMs – not
forgetting to mention the 40 Nobel Laureates attending! Meeting with 40 of the greatest
scientists in all fields of physics, exchanging ideas and learning from their vast experience was
insightful and inspiring beyond any measure.”
Young scientist and GYA nominee Caner Değer’s experience is described here:
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“It was a great opportunity for me to listen the experiences of Nobel laureates about their
scientific career and life. They, as role models for young scientists, not only educated us about
their topics which bring the Nobel prize to them, but also inspired us by telling their cutting-edge
researches. I have also found a chance to represent and discuss my studies with 2007 Nobel
Physics Laureate, Albert Fert, who is one of the pioneers of my research topic. Moreover, it
was a one-time opportunity to meet with 39 Nobel laureates in a week.Lindau Nobel Laureate
Meeting also provided a cozy atmosphere for 580 attendees from 89 countries to meet with
each other. The attendees and laureates have been connected by both of the scientific talks
and social events. One final thing, the meeting would not be so memorable as it is now without
the magical ambient of Lindau island.I would like to use this opportunity to thank to Global
Young Academy which have supported and helped me for my attendance to the meeting.”

4.4.

Call for a GYA membership

GYA call for a GYA membership from 2020 is open until 15 September 2019 (22h:00 UTC).
Applications are currently being sought from young, independent scholars who combine the
highest level of research excellence with a demonstrated passion for delivering impact.
The GYA is a global organization that places a high value on its diversity. We encourage
applications from all qualified candidates. All applicants receive consideration and will not be
discriminated against with regard to race, colour, ethnicity, religion, creed, sex, marital status,
ancestry, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, physical or mental disabilities, or
other factors. Applications from women, minority groups, researchers in the social sciences,
arts and humanities, and scholars working in government, industry, and non-governmental
sectors are particularly welcome.
More information on how to apply and our online application form can be found here:
http://globalyoungacademy.net/call-for-new-members/.

5 Funding opportunities
5.1.
Newton-Fund-Vietnam-Awardees Chevening scholarship - Open until
5 Nov 2019
Applications for 2020/2021 Chevening Scholarships are open until 5 November 2019.
Chevening is the UK Government’s global scholarship programme that offers future leaders the
unique opportunity to study in the UK. These scholarships are awarded to outstanding
professionals from all over the world to pursue a one-year master’s degree in any subject at
any UK university.
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Chevening provides fully-funded scholarships, leaving you free to focus on achieving your
academic goals and enjoying the experience of a lifetime. You will live and study in the UK for
a year, during which time you will develop professionally and academically, grow your network,
experience UK culture, and build lasting positive relationships with the UK.
If you have ambition, leadership potential, and a strong academic background, we encourage
you to apply before 5th November 2019.
More details and how to apply: www.chevening.org/vietnam
For more details you can attend whorkshops hold by Bristish Embassy at Hanoi (24/8 https://bit.ly/2ZHwUsR) or at Ho Chi Minhcity (25/8 - https://bit.ly/2ZGJM2w).
For the technical contact vietnam@chevening.org;
For otherscontact chevening.vietnam@ukinvietnam.com.

5.2.
Newton-Fund-Vietnam-Awardees: Global Challenge Research Fund
calls for application
Writing Workshop 2020: inviting proposals for writing workshops in developing countries.
These workshops should aim to support early career academics, promote the uptake of
research emanating from developing countries in international journals and further intellectual
interaction globally. Awards are set at a maximum of £20,000. All workshops must take place
before 15 December 2020.
Deadline for submission: Wednesday 6 November 2019, 17:00 UK time.
More details and how to apply: https://bit.ly/2Lna4Dh
Knowledge Frontiers – International Interdisciplinary Research 2020: inviting proposals
from UK-based researchers in the humanities and social sciences wishing to develop
international interdisciplinary projects in collaboration with colleagues from the natural,
engineering and/or medical sciences, with a focus on hazard and risk, cultures of forecasting,
and the meaning of resilience. Applications may include co-applicants and other participants
from overseas. Awards of 24 months in duration and up to £200,000 are available.
Deadline for submission: 23 October 2019, 17:00 UK time.
More details and how to apply: https://bit.ly/2Y6CGGX
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6 Other news
6.1.

UK-Vietnam Science and Innovation Newsletter

The British Embassy Hanoi is pleased to share with you the second edition of the UK-Vietnam
Science and Innovation Newsletter. We have highlighted here the UK’s International Research
and Innovation Strategy, the UUKi’s networking tool and some tips to win GCRF grants - views
from the University of Kent.
Notably in the last section, a Vietnamese MOST Officer discussed potential collaboration in the
fields of MedTech and FinTech startups.
We look forward to receiving your continued support, inputs and comments to make the
newsletters relevant and useful.
For more details: www.newtonfund.ac.uk

6.2.
Academic Senior Researcher/Writer Seeks Citizen Science Projects
in Vietnam
James
Borton,
the
co-founder
of
The
Mekong
Environment
Forum,
or
MEF, http://www.mekongenvironmentforum.org, a non-for-profit and independent policy forum
for environmental scientific information, news and studies of the Mekong-nurtured ecosystems
and wetlands, including the Lower Mekong Delta, is seeking examples of scientific work
undertaken by member of the general public, often in collaboration with or under the direction of
professional scientists and scientific institutions in Vietnam. Borton, a non-resident fellow at Tufts
University, Science Diplomacy Center is particularly focused on your views about how the use
of smartphones is contributing to an increase in environmental awareness and participatory
documentation.
The MEF was formed in June 2017, in response to the public’s growing concern about the
impacts that Mekong mainstream dams and climate change would pose on the Lower Mekong
Delta’s water and food security, and the livelihoods of millions of people. Out of the shared
passion for Mekong environment and wildlife, Nguyen Minh Quang, and James Borton, jointly
established the MEF forum, which operates in cooperation with Can Tho University’s
administrative support. Please contact him at asiareview@yahoo.com
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Appendix I
The full list of feedback from the 4th WWMYA
(Da Nang, July 31st – August 2nd, 2019)
Number in red is the number of repeats
1. How do you evaluate result of conference? How do you evaluate organization of the
meeting of VYA?
- ProfessorJochen Feldmann (from Germany):“I would like to sincerely thank you again foryour
great hospitality, for the opportunity to meet new interesting and kind colleagues from Vietnam
and from other places, for these two very interesting meetings. I learnt a lot during the NanoHealth conference and I loved the spirit of the Young Academy Meeting. There is a lot of
potential for the future”.
- Associate Professor Patricia Silveyra (USA, New voices in Science, Engineering and
Medicine):The conference was very well organized. It covered relevant content and allowed
time for fruitful discussion. The organizers took care of all details to make sure we felt welcomed
and had enough opportunity to interact with all attendees. The members of VYA were extremely
polite and helpful and I was impressed with their organization, events, shows and hospitality.
Thank you very much for an exellent conference.
- Senior lecturer Dr.Temitope Olomola (from Nigeria): This meeting gives national YAs a greater
sense of belonging and a realization that we are indeed a fast growing global movement. The
VYA organization has been excellent. The VYA not really having a strong senior academy
support and yet being able to organize this event is highly remarkable. I salute the effort of all
VYA members and wish them the very best. In general, the sessions were very great,
enlightening and interactive. This was my first time in Asia and I really enjoined everything. The
WWMYA is a great initiative and it must be sustained, and efforts should be made to ensure all
existing academies participate.
- Assistant ProfessorDr. Anindita Bhadra (from Indian, INYAS):The conference is great! Very
well organized and planned. The volunteers are doing very good work.
- Associate ProfessorNova Ahmed (from Bangladesh):The conference was great! Loved
hospitality, food and kindness.
- Dr Daphne NyachakiBitalo (from Uganda NYA): The concerted effort to smooth the
immigration wheels; in terms of visa application letters, was nothing short of outstanding. The
atmosphere in Vietnam has been very friendly, warm and welcoming. Best conference ever.
Thank you!
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- Associate Professor Monika Kwoka (from Polish Young Academy):The conference is perfect.
It has very high level quality and friendly atmosphere. Very good organization and hospitality.
Thank you for giving me this chance to be here.
- Dr. Edith Shikumo (from South Africa): Thanks for the hospitality given to us during the
4WWMYAS co-hosted by the Vietnam Academy. It was much appreciated and congratulations
on hosting the meeting. We look forward to future engagements with the Vietnam NYAS.
- Dr. Aftab Ahmad (from Pakistan): Many congratulations for two successful meetings. I am
sure, the meetings will be very helpful for all the participants for knowledge sharing and
networking. Let’s work together to bring peace and prosperity in the world.
2. What was the most surprising that you came across during the meeting?
-

The very good quality of the meeting.

-

That was the warm welcoming and really interesting group discussion and focusing working atmosphere.

-

How activity the NYA members would like to contribute to something others them “excellent
in science” while they are still at early career stage. This takes time from their research.

-

The amount of common issues that academies around the world have in common and the
interest in discussing and collaborating with each other.

-

The good spirit, idealism the harmonious and focused way of working with such a large
group.

-

Fried tofu! Karaoke all singing together.

-

Nothing surprising

-

The beautiful performances by the students

-

The fact that most young academies had similar if not the some issues as ours.

-

Great food

-

The song and dance at starting

-

Marble Mountain and Hoi An, Da Nang is very beautiful.

-

I met with 2 persons, who was an alumnus and is a professor from the university I graduated

-

A huge enthusiasm and strong bonding among VYA and GYA members.

-

Meeting so much wonderful people!

-

Learning from other to establish young academies around the world. Thank you!

-

The diversity and inclusiveness across the continent lender inclusiveness
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-

Lots of activities going on around the world and especially on SDGs.

-

That can drive results, in reference to VYA founder’s journey of achievement. Thank
youThanh Nguyen.

-

There’re more YAs from different regions than I expected. It’s good to have broad university
in contexts/cultures.

3. What was most important to you?
*: a number in parenthesis shows the number of people having the same opinions.
-

Scientific results, meeting and discussing with people

-

The chance to meet pioneer in each national young academy.

-

Good participation of NYA’s from all countries.

-

Exchange with other young academy representative.

-

Respect the difference of different countries

-

Getting to know everyone and exchanging ideas and information with like – minded people.

-

The learning opportunity to do so from different NYAs across the world. These are often far
and in-between due to funding and are very appreciated.

-

Getting to know about global structures and initiatives.
Getting to know people from all around the world, learn about global and joint objectives.

-

“The three questions are practically the same for me. The break-out session yesterday was
very helpful. We got to interact more with other delegates. More of this session should be
done in future WWMYA”.

-

The breakout sessions and discussions (2).*

-

The opportunity to have round table discussions.

-

Meeting all the young NYA

-

Friends

-

Know and learn from what other NYA does.

-

Networking (5)and connection (2)

-

A leadership and long-term directions/policies to develop further NYA.

-

Possible cooperation possibilities + new ideals

-

Having the opportunity to meet young leader scientist from all over the world.
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-

Activities of other young academies and GYA, knowledge about GYA

-

The open sharing. I felt every member got to contribute to the meeting and it was a great
learning curve.

-

Success stories + lesion learned from YAs.

4. What did you appreciate the most?
-

The good quality of the meeting (2).

-

The working spirit of organizing committee

-

The good working atmosphere, Online availability of all documents before the meeting

-

The presence and the contribution of all participants

-

Experience sharing from different NYA

-

The connections I made and the resources shared

-

In-country Vietnam hospitality by the team here and enthusiasm displayed by the team.
Thank you.

-

The open atmosphere and mutual respect

-

Vietnamese hospitality and friendship

-

The organization was very good.

-

The intimacy of the meeting
The fact that I had an opportunity to know almost everyone at the meeting.

-

Great food and human networking

-

Committee (Local organizer) and hospitality(6)

-

The dedications of all participants

-

The extremely good care taken for us by Tuan. He is absolutely great!

-

Discussions, SGD outreach activities and achievement

-

The effort made by the VYA. The strides made by SLAYS (Ghana), GHYA, SAYAS and
TYAS on science outreach and education.

-

Constructive comments and discussions between YAs.
Breakout groups for different themes/challenges
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5. What worked particularly well?
-

Discussion, food and everything else

-

Core principle statement discussion

-

Organization

-

Part that starts with constructive presentation from different countries and follow up by open
discussion.

-

The networking sessions/food events

-

The good relationship the Vietnam NYAs have with senior scientists which helped them
despite not having a Senior Academy.

-

Break out sessions, plenary discussion went well too but were slower and limits some
people to share valuable perspectives.

-

Logistics and food (4)

-

All the sessions provided a lot of food for thought.

-

The location of the meeting, the programme of the meeting

-

Meeting more people

-

Communication (2)and discussion

-

Group discussions on mutual issues

-

Everything was amazing

-

Networking and Outreach

-

The partnership between Japan Young and Senior Academy

-

Have a combination of YAs that are relatively mature, new and ones that are setting up.

6. What do you take home from this event?
-

The activities of the academy in different countries

-

Some gifts from Vietnam

-

Good start with the core principle statement

-

Networking and contacts

-

We are not alone. There are common problems and ways/solutions.

-

A wide range of new connections and friends
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-

The integration and work done on policy by other NYAs such as the Dutch NYAs.

-

That I’m ever more motivated
knowledge/procedural exchange.

to

support

international

collaboration

and

I will work harder to ensure inclusiveness and involve people in our activities.
-

Tea and new contacts and possible collaborations

-

There is a need for our NYA to re-organize in harmony with the structure of other NYAs.

-

Lots of ideals and new friendships (2)

-

That work can be done and effectively completed in a small team. No need to start-up
initiatives when collaboration can work as well.

-

Diversity

-

Warmth and friendship

-

Networks and propose some research, reports.

-

Report based on several important topics

-

VYA atmosphere

-

Keeping in time

-

Want it and you will make it. Countries still need young scientists and academies

-

How to improve on member interactions, academy structure and funding
How to overcome young academy challenges

-

A Vietnamese hat and lots of important YA contacts

-

So many ideals!! Member recruitment, engagement, funding,…

7. For the 5th WWMYA, what should be done differently?
-

Not sure

-

Earlier invitation (2)and better supporting for visa

-

If possible, WWMYA should be hosted in alterative between continents, Europe, America
and Asia. It is a matter of time and distance of travelling that influence the participation as
well.

-

Pick a location that more YAs can join.

-

Try to include more people from South America and represent more countries
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-

A more tightly organized meeting with a secluded venue so that there is better attention
paid to the discussion. The regional break-out meetings should be maintained which was
not done.

-

Maybe more working in small groups, shorter feedback from that. Better time management

-

Latin America was mostly absent. The program should be printed on a swale A4 paper
(print both sides) to save paper and trees

-

Report of each NYA, how far each has gone from previous WWMYA.

-

A little time for looking around built into the program would be good.

-

To keep the days shorter and to keep discussions for afternoons.

-

We could have made the presentation and discussion more effective. Too many repetition
of the same topics and argument

-

Engagement of other NYAs

-

Involve all NYA representatives from the beginning.

-

Involve each representative of NYA in presenting, moderating, etc.
Conduct frontier of science conference in multidisciplinary vary and involve reps of NYA.

-

Media should be done better.

-

Keeping in time

-

Full funding especially for African participants. More time for discussions

-

A less packed program so all issues on the agenda can be fully handled. Move hosting by
African countries should be encouraged.

8. Is there anything else that you would like to share with us?
-

Thank you very much for organizing such a wonderful meeting

-

Thank for the great food

-

Better time management by the modulators will make this much better

-

Perhaps invite expert in certain areas like leadership, the SDGs etc. so that it adds

-

some/more value and we have reference points and further connections.

-

It was a true pleasure and honour to be part of this. Thank you for everything.

-

My nice mood and friendship

-

I found people in Vietnam to be very warm.
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-

I like Da Nang.

-

I like the city of Da Nang, will come again with my family.

-

Thank you very much (2)
Hope to see you all soon.

-

Thank you very much for organizing this (5)
Vietnam is in my heart.
Special thanks to our host Tuan.

-

Enjoined the meals and Vietnamese food and culture.

-

Would like to be part of the principle’s writing group. I’ve had writing experiencing in
structuring values and principles.

-

Staffs are extremely helpful. Thank you!
Moderators should keep up with the time schedule.
Please start the program on times.

PUBLISHED: 14TH SEPTEMBER 2019.
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